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Justice Effiong(1992/07/22)
 
I am Justice Bassey Effiong born on the 22nd of July 1992 as sixth son of Mr
Henry B. Effiong, attended NYSC Model Secondary School, Calabar, Cross River
State and currently an Undergarduate in the University of Uyo.
Lover of poetry and a poet by birth, voluminous writer and a patient
reader....Most Importantly having great respect the sacred things of Yahwe..
 
....my quils shall overstepp the boundaries of my mentors
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Mid Sea
 
At jordan shall our songs be sunged
Across horizons we're plunged
Tides and times on chariot wings
Ler echoes have its wings
Night chains clinging loud
Merchants with fire torches
Whistles blown so proud
Limping in paces upon facets
 
No chants to rant
Cold night reaching its frosty hands
Rivulets flood our pant
Cadavars in eyes of man
Prickle tiny soles
Cactus with direful smiles
Long whips take their roles
Marching to unheard miles
Cracking spirits enthroned lies
And scars become our known
Flesh absent us by flies
No worth shines their frown
In the earth peace is found
One last gasp they're laid down
 
Justice Effiong
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Seal
 
The abode of knowledge confounds my thought
Unsettled is the form that stream my heart
Question of the unknown exteicate my essence
That which exist is a blurry sense
 
Immortality is the mystery of Elysium
Do souls inhabit the Nirvana
Unfolded dreams circle like a colosium
Aged precepts a catastrophy of the future
 
Where is the fountain that brings forth ideas
Where forms at ease they take
Unattained is secular truth
The unquestionable questions
 
Life knitted to eternity
A tussle among many forces
 
Justice Effiong
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